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6. Outcomes on pupil level

6.1 Introduction

Chapter 5 described the developments in the instructional behaviour of teachers after training

in respectively direct instruction (DI) and cognitive apprenticeship (CA). This chapter studies

whether this new instructional behaviour of the teachers has a positive influence on the

achievement of the pupils (research question 3 to 6). More specifically, it investigates the

effects of lessons in reading comprehension based on the cognitive apprenticeship model or

the direct instruction model on achievement in reading comprehension, metacognition and

attitude. Both models were expected to have a positive effect on all outcome measures.

Section 6.2 first presents some characteristics of the research groups. It demonstrates the

scores on the control variables reading speed and non-verbal intelligence, and it shows

information about the gender and socio-economic status of the pupils in the three research

groups.

Next, the outcomes of pupils are described. Section 6.3 describes the results about reading

comprehension, which was measured with three different instruments, namely a standardised

test, a curriculum-specific test and a vocabulary test. Section 6.4 reports on the effects of the

two instructional models on metacognition. Metacognition was measured with a

questionnaire that covered the metacognitive skills pupils use while they are reading a text

and metacognitive knowledge. The effect of the models on attitude is subject of section 6.5.

This section presents the results about the general attitude scale and the subscales (see also

chapter 4).

The results are presented for each outcome separately. This presentation starts with an

overview of the mean group scores for all three points of measurement, namely the pre-test at

the beginning of the school year, the post-test at the end of the school year and the follow-up

halfway the following school year. T-tests for paired samples were used to study the

developments in group scores within the two experimental groups and the control group. We

needed to compare the differences between the two experimental groups and the control

groups for determining the effectiveness of cognitive apprenticeship and direct instruction.

Analyses of covariance with scores on the pre-test as covariate were executed to test these

differences between the research groups. In the analyses of achievement in reading

comprehension, both measured with the standardised test and the curriculum-specific test,

two additional covariates were included, reading speed and non-verbal intelligence. This way,

we study the effects of the experimental groups after taking individual differences in

intelligence and reading speed into account. When we found a significant effect of group,

three separate analyses of covariance were executed with two research groups each time.
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These analyses show whether the pupils in the experimental groups indeed outperformed the

pupils in the control group. Furthermore, these analyses make it possible to compare the

effectiveness of direct instruction and cognitive apprenticeship.

The second part of this chapter deals with the question whether the effects of the two

instructional models differ for pupils with different intelligence. Section 6.6 reports on the

analyses that were executed for answering this question. The chapter is concluded with a

summary of the results concerning pupil outcomes (6.7).

6.2 Characteristics of the pupils in the research groups

Since the study had a quasi-experimental design, it was important to check whether the three

research groups were initially equivalent with respect to important variables. Reading

comprehension is influenced by skills in decoding (Pressley, 2000; Aarnoutse, Van Leeuwe,

Voeten & Oud, 2001). Furthermore, non-verbal intelligence is a predictor for achievement in

reading comprehension (Aarnoutse & Van Leeuwe, 1999). In order to make a reliable

comparison between the outcomes in reading comprehension in the two experimental groups

and the control group intelligence and reading speed were taken into account. Table 6.1

shows the mean scores of the three groups.

Table 6.1 Mean and standard deviation, non-verbal intelligence (range 0 to 30) and reading
speed (range 0 to 100)

Group Non-verbal intelligence Reading speed

CA 18.0 (4.2) 34.4 (11.8)
DI 17.7 (5.0) 37.3 (13.5)
control 17.8 (5.0) 31.4 (11.8)

The mean intelligence scores did not vary significantly between groups. Reading speed,

however, differed significantly between the DI-group and the control group. The pupils in the

DI-group read significantly faster. The differences between both experimental groups and

between the CA-group and the control group were not significant. By using reading speed as

a covariate, we adjusted for these starting differences.  Table 6.2 presents the characteristics

of the pupils in the three research groups with respect to the gender and socio-economic

status of the pupils.
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Table 6.2 Gender and socio-economic status in the research groups

Gender Socio-economic status

Group Total Boy Girl 1 2 3 4 5 6

CA 118 47% 53% 4% 25% 15% 22% 22% 12%
DI 72 57% 43% 6% 37% 24% 12% 15% 5%
Control 97 47% 53% 5% 27% 32% 11% 13% 13%

The DI-group consisted of a higher percentage of boys than the other two research groups.

However, a Chi-square test showed no significant differences between the three research

groups concerning gender. The SES of the pupils did show significant differences between

groups (Kruskal-Wallis Test). The mean SES of the CA-group was significantly higher than

the mean SES in the DI-group (Tukey, posthoc test). Neither the CA-group nor the DI-group,

however, differed significantly from the control group when SES is concerned. Thus, socio-

economic background did not influence the possible significant differences between the two

experimental groups and the control group, but can influence differences between the

experimental groups.

6.3 Effects on achievement in reading comprehension

The teachers in both experimental groups were trained to pay explicit attention to

comprehension skills. These skills were all measured with the curriculum-specific test. The

standardised test shows to what extent the possession of these skills transferred to the

improvement of reading comprehension in a more general sense. The vocabulary test,

additionally, shows whether the interactions within the lessons in reading comprehension

resulted in a larger vocabulary. The pupils in both experimental groups were expected to

show larger progress on all three indicators for reading comprehension. The CA-pupils were

expected to show the largest increase in vocabulary, because they got more opportunities to

articulate ideas during co-operative learning.

6.3.1 Reading comprehension: standardised test (CITO)

In each measurement, the standardised test consists of 25 multiple-choice items. Figure 6.1

and table 6.3 show the mean scores of the three groups on the standardised reading

comprehension test.
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Table 6.3 Mean and standard deviation, reading comprehension test (range 0 to 25)

Group Pre-test Post-test Follow-up

CA 12.6 (4.7) 13.8 (5.0) 15.4 (4.5)
DI 12.3 (5.5) 12.8 (4.8) 13.1 (5.0)
Control 12.6 (4.7) 13.1 (5.0) 14.4 (5.2)

bold means significant difference compared with pre-test (t-test for paired samples)

The three research groups had a similar mean achievement during the pre-test. The mean score

increased the most in the CA-group, namely 1.2 points between pre-test and post-test, whereas

the pupils in both other groups scored 0.5 points higher. The development between the pre-test

and the post-test was only significant in the CA-group (t-test). The mean scores of the three

groups increased further from the post-test to the follow-up. This development resulted in a

significant difference between the pre-test and the follow-up in all three groups (t-test).

Subsequently, we studied whether the developments within groups lead to significant

differences between groups. In order to perform a strict test of the differences between groups,

reading speed, intelligence and the scores on the pre-test were used as covariates. Table 6.4

shows the results of the analyses of covariance on the scores on the post-test and the follow-up.

During the post-test, the mean scores of the three groups did not differ significantly. Thus, the

significant improvement in the CA-group did not result in a significant difference with the

control group. The differences in mean scores on the post-test appear to have been caused by

differences in the scores on the pre-test, intelligence and reading speed. So, the experimental

treatments did not result in significant improvements in reading comprehension. However,

group did have a main effect on the achievement during the follow-up.
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Figure 6.1: achievement reading comprehension
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Control
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Table 6.4 Analysis of covariance, reading comprehension test

Post-test Follow-up
Sum of
squares df F Sig.

Sum of
squares df F Sig.

covariates
pre-test
reading speed
intelligence

main effects
group

model
residual

3276.55
229.52

81.87

54.97

3642.91
2966.00

1
1
1

2

5
261

288.33
20.20
7.20

2.420

64.11

.00

.00

.01

.09

.00

2650.26
10 3.24
266.16

152.38

3172.03
2539.46

1
1
1

2

5
234

244.21
9.51

24.53

7.02

58.46

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

This effect of group was caused by a significant difference between both experimental

groups. The CA-group and the DI-group did not differ significantly from the control group.

The significant difference between both experimental groups suggests that cognitive

apprenticeship had a more positive effect on the learning gains than direct instruction. This

larger learning gains apparently took place over a longer period of time, since no significant

difference was found in the post-test.

6.3.2 Reading comprehension: curriculum-specific test

The curriculum-specific test measures more closely the subjects that were taught in the

experimental lessons. This test contains six short texts and 25 multiple-choice items. It was

expected that both experimental groups would score significantly higher on this test, because

the experimental treatments deal with reading comprehension skills more explicitly than the

original teaching materials. The curriculum-specific test was only used during the post-test,

because no appropriate tests were available for the pre-test and the follow-up. Table 6.5

shows the mean scores of the three groups on the post-test.

Table 6.5 Mean and standard deviation, curriculum-specific reading comprehension  test
(range 0 to 25)

Group Post-test

CA
DI
control

17.3  (4.0)
15.4  (5.0)
14.8  (4.7)
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The table shows that the mean score of the pupils in the CA-group was the highest of the three

research groups. The following table shows whether the three research groups indeed differed

significantly, taking reading speed and non-verbal intelligence into account.

Table 6.6 Analysis of covariance, curriculum-specific test

Post-test
Sum of squares Df F Sig.

covariates
reading speed
intelligence

main effects
group

model
residual

1209.05
512.21

294.06

2015.32
3729.47

1
1

2

4
263

85.26
36.12

10.37

35.5

.00

.00

.00

.00

Both reading speed and intelligence had a significant effect on achievement in reading

comprehension. Besides these effects, there was a significant effect of group. This effect was

caused by a significant difference between the CA-group and both the DI-group and the

control group. There was no significant difference between the DI-group and the control

group. Thus, on top of the significant effects of reading speed and intelligence, the cognitive

apprenticeship lessons appear to have had a more positive effect on the reading

comprehension skills. The pupils in the DI-group did not benefit more than the pupils in the

control group.

6.3.3 Reading comprehension: vocabulary

The third indicator for achievement in reading comprehension was the vocabulary test. On all

three points of measurement, the tests consisted of 32 multiple-choice items. Figure 6.2 and

table 6.7 show the scores of the three research groups on the vocabulary test.
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Table 6.7 Mean and standard deviation, vocabulary test (range 14 to 201)

Group Pre-test Post-test Follow-up

CA
DI
control

103.3 (11.2)
100.7 (11.2)
102.8 (11.7)

110.5 (11.7)
105.9 (12.9)
107.6 (13.4)

115.3 (12.6)
111.3 (12.9)
113.4 (13.4)

bold means significant difference compared with pre-test (t-test for paired samples)

On the pre-test, the differences between the mean scores were not significant (one-way). The

mean scores on the post-test and the follow-up indicate that all three groups improved their

vocabulary. This improvement was significant both between the pre-test and the post-test and

between the pre-test and the follow-up (t-test). The CA-group showed an increase from pre-

test to post-test of 7.2, the DI-group of 5.2, and the control group of 4.8. The difference

between the pre-test and the follow-up was 12.0 in the CA-group, and 10.6 in the DI-group

and the control group. Table 6.8 shows the results of the analyses of covariance.

80
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Figure 6.2: achievement vocabulary
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Table 6.8 Analysis of covariance, vocabulary

Post-test Follow-up

Sum of
squares df F Sig.

Sum of
squares df F Sig.

covariates
pre-test

main effects
group

model
residual

23168.04

431.86

23599.90
18706.33

1

2

3
265

328.21

3.06

111.44

.00

.05

.00

23182.37

20.51

23202.88
20142.61

1

2

3
238

273.92

.12

91.39

.00

.89

.00

During the post-test, a main effect of group was found. This effect was caused by a

significant difference between the CA-group and the control group (sig. .02). The CA-group

had a significant larger vocabulary than the control group. The opportunities for interaction in

the lessons in reading comprehension indeed appear to have had a positive effect on the

vocabulary of the pupils. However, during the follow-up the main effect of group was no

longer significant. The initial effect of cognitive apprenticeship on vocabulary faded over a

longer period of time.

6.3.4 Summary of effects on reading comprehension

The three research groups did not differ on the standardised reading comprehension test,

during the post-test. During the follow-up, the CA-group outperformed DI-group, but not the

control group. This suggests cognitive apprenticeship had a more positive influence on

achievement than direct instruction. This was confirmed by the results on the curriculum-

specific test. Again, the pupils in the CA-group achieved significantly higher than the pupils

in the DI-group. Besides, the CA-group also showed significantly better scores than the

control group. The results of the vocabulary test showed a similar picture. During the post-

test, the pupils in the CA-group showed a significantly larger vocabulary than the pupils in

the control group. This time, no significant difference was found between the DI-group and

the CA-group. Furthermore, during the follow-up, the research groups did no longer differ.

6.4 Effects on metacognition

Next to our interest in the effects of direct instruction and cognitive apprenticeship on reading

comprehension, we wanted to know how the models contribute to the development of

metacognition. Two elements of metacognition were studied, the use of metacognitive skills
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while reading a text and metacognitive knowledge. Teaching metacognitive knowledge and

metacognitive skills were important elements in the rewritten teaching materials and in the

teacher training. Therefore, the pupils in the two experimental groups were expected to show

more metacognitive skills and knowledge than the pupils in the control group. Both

metacognitive skills and metacognitive knowledge were measured with a questionnaire.

6.4.1 Metacognitive skills

The first part of the questionnaire asked pupils to indicate how often they use metacognitive

skills while they read a text. The 17 items deal with skills pupils can use before they start

reading, while they are reading, when they encounter comprehension problems, and when

they finish reading. A high score means that pupils frequently use a lot of different

metacognitive skills.

Table 6.9 Mean and standard deviation, questionnaire about metacognitive skills
(range 17 to 51)

Group Pre-test Post-test Follow-up

CA
DI
control

33.7 (6.2)
33.8 (6.1)
31.4 (5.9)

40.1 (6.5)
38.6 (6.9)
32.7 (6.2)

38.5 (7.0)
 35.4 (12.9)
33.5 (6.0)

bold means significant difference compared with pre-test (t-test for paired samples)

During the pre-test, the two experimental groups had a significantly higher mean score on

metacognitive skills than the control group. The mean scores increased in all three groups

between the pre-test and the post-test. This increase was significant in the two experimental
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Figure 6.3: achievement metacognitive skills

CA-group
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Control
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groups, but not in the control group. However, the scores in the experimental groups

decreased between the post-test and the follow-up, whereas the score of the control group

progressed further. All three groups scored significantly higher on the follow-up compared

with the pre-test.

Next, we wanted to study whether the two experimental groups indeed showed significantly

more learning gains than the control group when the scores on the pre-test were taken into

account (see table 6.10).

Table 6.10 Analysis of covariance, metacognitive skills

Post-test Follow-up

Sum of
squares df F Sig.

Sum of
squares df F Sig.

covariates
pre-test

main effects
group

model
residual

2245.28

2169.38

4414.67
9894.66

1

2

3
264

59.91

28.94

39.26

.00

.00

.00

1666.35

710.76

2377.11
8995.09

1

2

3
231

42.793

9.126

20.349

.00

.00

.00

Both during the post-test and the follow-up measurement, there was a main effect of group.

Thus, the three research groups differed significantly. During the post-test, both experimental

groups scored significantly higher than the control group. This means that both the DI-lessons

and the CA-lessons had a positive influence on metacognitive skills. The two experimental

groups did not differ significantly from each other. During the follow-up, the pupils in the

DI-group did no longer score significantly higher than the control group. This suggests that

the effect of direct instruction on metacognitive skills faded over a longer period of time.

Although the mean score of the pupils in the CA-group decreased, they did retain their

progress compared with the control group (sig. .00). This implies that cognitive

apprenticeship had a longer lasting effect on metacognitive skills. Furthermore, a significant

difference arised between the experimental groups. The CA-pupils scored significantly higher

(sig. .01) than the DI-pupils. This means that for long-term effects on metacognitive skills

cognitive apprenticeship might be more useful than direct instruction.
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6.4.2 Metacognitive knowledge

The second part of the questionnaire focussed on the metacognitive knowledge of the pupils.

The pupils had to indicate which of two described activities they could use best before, during,

and after reading a text and when they encounter difficulties. Figure 6.4 and table 6.11 present

the scores of the three research groups.

Table 6.11 Mean and standard deviation, questionnaire metacognitive knowledge (range 0 to 8)

Group Pre-test Post-test Follow-up

CA 6.2 (1.7) 7.1 (1.3) 7.4 (1.0)
DI 6.2 (1.5) 7.1 (1.5) 7.3 (1.1)
Control 5.6 (2.0) 6.5 (1.6) 6.8 (1.9)

bold means significant difference compared with pre-test (t-test for paired samples)

During the pre-test, the pupils in the control group possessed significantly less metacognitive

knowledge than the pupils in the experimental groups (one-way). All three research groups

increased their score on the questionnaire about metacognitive knowledge. On the post-test,

the pupils in all three groups score 0.9 point higher. Their metacognitive knowledge

increased further between the post-test and the follow-up, 0.3 in the CA-group and the control

group, and 0.2 in the DI-group. Compared with the pre-test, the pupils in all three research

groups scored significantly higher on the post-test and the follow-up (t-test).

To test the differences between the groups, analysis of covariance was used with the scores

on the pre-test as covariate (see table 6.12).
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Figure 6.4: achievement metacognitive knowledge
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Table 6.12 Analysis of covariance, metacognitive knowledge

Post-test Follow-up
Sum of
squares df F Sig.

Sum of
squares df F Sig.

covariates
pre-test

main effects
group

model
residual

86.28

14.83

101.67
493.11

1

2

3
263

46.32

3.96

18.08

.00

.02

.00

61.71

11.48

73.19
406.71

1

2

3
235

35.66

3.32

14.10

.00

.04

.00

With respect to metacognitive knowledge, the main effect of group was significant both in

the post-test and in the follow-up. Both the CA-group and the DI-group scored significantly

higher than the control group during the post-test. The two experimental groups did not differ

significantly. This suggests that both experimental treatments had a positive effect on

metacognitive knowledge.

During the follow-up, a significant difference (sig. .02) was found between the CA-group and

the control group. Thus, the pupils in the CA-group kept showing more metacognitive

knowledge than the pupils in the control group over a longer period of time. During the

follow-up, there was no significant difference between the two experimental groups and

between the DI-group and the control group. Thus, the pupils in the DI-group lost the lead

they had compared with the control group.

6.4.3 Summary of effects on metacognition

Both experimental conditions contributed significantly to metacognitive skills and

metacognitive knowledge. Directly after the treatment, the pupils in both experimental groups

showed a significant increase in metacognition. Both groups of pupils used more

metacognitive skills and had more metacognitive knowledge than the pupils in the control

group. During the follow-up, the CA-group still showed this advantage compared to the

control group. The DI-group did no longer show significant differences with the control

group. This suggests cognitive apprenticeship is more suitable for longer lasting effects on

metacognition.
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6.5 Attitude concerning reading

The treatments were expected to show positive effects on the attitude of the pupils. More

specifically, the pupils in the experimental groups were expected to be more positive about

the lessons in reading comprehension and to have a more positive view of their skills in

reading comprehension. Furthermore, the treatments could result in a stronger focus on

learning, because the lessons might motivate pupils for learning in a general sense. Figure 6.5

presents the mean scores of the three groups on the total attitude scale. Table 6.13 shows the

mean scores of the three groups on the total attitude scale, and on the three subscales.

Table 6.13 Mean and standard deviation, questionnaire about attitude

Scale Group Pre-test Post-test Follow-up

CA 51.6 (7.6) 51.3 (6.8) 50.5 (7.1)
DI 51.8 (7.3) 50.3 (7.6) 48.5 (7.5)

total attitude
(range 24-72)

Control 52.1 (8.3) 50.2 (6.7) 50.8 (7.5)

CA 13.3 (3.4) 12.7 (3.2) 12.4 (3.1)
DI 13.6 (3.6) 12.7 (3.4) 12.3 (3.0)

attitude towards
lesson
(range 7-21) Control 14.2 (3.9) 13.0 (3.2) 13.2 (3.4)

CA 13.3 (2.3) 13.9 (2.3) 13.5 (2.1)
DI 12.9 (2.5) 12.8 (2.4) 12.2 (2.4)

perception of skills
(range 6-18)

Control 13.8 (2.4) 13.6 (2.3) 13.6 (2.4)

CA 14.1 (2.4) 14.2 (2.0) 14.1 (2.3)
DI 14.6 (2.6) 14.0 (2.4) 13.4 (2.5)

focus on learning
(range 6-18)

Control 13.9 (3.0) 13.3 (2.3) 13.5 (2.7)
bold means significant increase compared with pre-test (t-test for paired samples)
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During the pre-test, the pupils in the research groups showed similar scores on their attitude

in general, their attitude towards lessons in reading comprehension, their perception of their

own skills in reading comprehension and their focus on learning. In all three groups, the

mean scores did not change significantly from pre-test to post-test and follow-up. The mean

score on the total attitude scale dropped a bit. The same counted for the scores on the

subscale attitude towards lesson in reading comprehension. Only, the pupils in the CA-group

scored significantly higher on the subscale Perception of skills. The score on the subscale

Focus on learning remained stable in the CA-group, whereas it dropped in both other groups.

Table 6.14 shows the results of the analyses of covariance on the total attitude scale.

Table 6.14 Analysis of covariance, total attitude scale

Post-test Follow-up
Sum of
squares df F Sig.

Sum of
squares df F Sig.

covariates
pre-test

main effects
group

model
residual

3228.69

126.93

3355.62
9269.34

1

2

3
257

89.52

1.76

31.01

.00

.17

.00

3908.32

129.55

4037.87
8731.70

1

2

3
230

102.95

1.71

35.45

.00

.18

.00

There was no main effect of group, when the total attitude scale was studied. The pupils in

the three research groups did not differ in their general attitude towards reading, not during

the post-test nor during the follow-up. Similar analyses were executed for the three subscales.

Only the subscales Perception of skills and Focus on learning did show significant effects of

the factor group. The following tables present the results of the analyses of these two scales.
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Table 6.15 Analysis of covariance, subscale Perception of skills

Post-test Follow-up
Sum of
squares df F Sig.

Sum of
squares df F Sig.

covariates
pre-test

main effects
group

model
residual

285.70

35.81

321.51
1076.69

1

2

3
261

69.26

4.34

25.98

.00

.01

.00

341.88

53.16

395.04
882.68

1

2

3
227

87.92

6.84

33.86

.00

.00

.00

The pupils in the three groups differed significantly with respect to their Perception of their

own skills, both during the post-test and during the follow-up. During the post-test, this effect

was caused by a significant difference between the two experimental groups (sig. .01). The

pupils in the CA-group scored significantly higher than the pupils in the DI-group. No

significant differences were found between the experimental groups and the control group.

The effect of group during the follow-up was caused by a significant difference between the

two experimental groups (sig. .001) and between the DI-group and the control group (sig.

.01). The CA-group does not differ significantly from the control group. Again, the pupils in

the CA-group had a more positive perception of their skills than the pupils in the DI-group.

During the follow-up, the pupils in the control group also showed a significantly more

positive perception of their own skills than the pupils in the DI-group.

The following table shows the results concerning the subscale Focus on learning.

Table 6.16 Analysis of covariance, subscale Focus on learning

Post-test Follow-up
Sum of
squares df F Sig.

Sum of
squares df F Sig.

covariates
pre-test

main effects
group

model
residual

306.69

36.15

342.84
1005.82

1

2

3
261

79.58

4.69

29.66

.00

.01

.00

349.86

30.02

379.88
1080.10

1

2

3
232

75.15

3.22

27.20

.00

.04

.00

Both the post-test and the follow-up demonstrated a main effect of group on the subscale

focus on learning. The main effect of group in the post-test was caused by a significant
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difference (sig. .00) between the CA-group and the control group. Therefore, it can be

concluded that the CA-group scored significantly higher on this subscale than the control

group. Pupils in CA-group were more focussed on learning than the pupils in the control

group. There were no significant differences between the two experimental groups and

between the DI-group and the control group.

During the follow-up, the two experimental groups differed significantly (sig. .02). The

pupils in the CA-group had a stronger focus on learning than the pupils in the DI-group. Both

experimental groups did not differ significantly from the control group.

6.6 Differential effects

The final question about the effects of cognitive apprenticeship and direct instruction concerns

the differential effects of the models. More specifically, we studied whether the instructional

models had different effects for pupils with different intelligence. For the study of differential

effects on the output measures, analyses of covariance were executed with the score on the pre-

test as covariate, and group and intelligence as factors. When the outcomes in reading

comprehension were analysed, reading speed was also used as covariate. A significant

interaction between group and intelligence indicates that the effect of group differed for pupils

with different intelligence.

Based on their score on the intelligence test, the pupils were divided into four groups

containing approximately 25% of the pupils each. Group 1 consisted of the 25% of the lowest

scoring pupils. Group 2 contained the 25% of the pupils that score below average, group 3 the

25% of the pupils that scored above average. The 25% highest scoring pupils formed group 4.

Table 6.17 shows for each output measure whether the main factor intelligence and the

interaction between group and intelligence were significant.
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Table 6.17 Main effects of intelligence and interaction effects, per output measure

Post-test Follow-up
IQ Interaction IQ interaction

reading comprehension
standardised test
curriculum-specific test
vocabulary test

yes (.02)
yes (.00)
yes (.02)

yes (.01)
no
no

yes (.00)
n.a.

yes (.03)

no
n.a.
no

metacognition
metacognitive skills
metacognitive knowledge

no
no

No
No

no
no

no
no

attitude
general attitude
attitude towards lesson
perception of skills
focus on learning

no
no

yes (.04)
no

No
No
No
No

no
no
no
no

no
no
no
no

Intelligence had a significant positive effect on reading comprehension (both tests),

vocabulary and perception of skills during the post-test. During the follow-up, this still

counted for reading comprehension (standardised test) and vocabulary.

Only one significant interaction between group and intelligence was found, namely with

respect to achievement in reading comprehension during the post-test. Apparently, the effect

of the research group on achievement in reading comprehension differed for pupils with

different intelligence. To study this differential effect further, we examined the mean scores

of the three research groups for each category of intelligence. Table 6.18 presents these mean

scores.
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Table 6.18 Mean reading comprehension scores per group and intelligence level

Group Intelligence Pre-test Post-test

low (N=20) 10.5 10.5
below average (N=35) 11.8 12.9
above average (N=33) 12.9 14.6

CA

high (N=21) 15.6 17.6

low (N=14) 11.9 12.6
below average ((N=25) 10.5 11.0
above average (N=13) 11.9 14.2

DI

high (N=16) 16.2 14.9

low (N=22) 10.2 10.3
below average (N=21) 12.0 13.3
above average (N=18) 13.7 13.0

Control

high (N=29) 13.8 15.1

The mean scores show that the pupils in the CA-group benefited most from the experimental

lessons if they scored high on intelligence. The pupils with a low intelligence score did not

achieve higher during the post-test. Pupils with a high intelligence learned the most in the

CA-lessons, compared with the control group and the DI-group. Direct instruction was more

beneficial for pupils with a low intelligence score and much less for pupils with high

intelligence scores. The pupils in the DI-group with high intelligence scored even lower

during the post-test. Pupils with a low intelligence score learned most in the DI-lessons,

compared with the CA-group and the control group.

6.7  Summary of results

This chapter studied the effects of direct instruction and cognitive apprenticeship on reading

comprehension, metacognition and attitude. Table 6.19 provides an overview of the effects.

When a significant difference was found between two of the research groups, the table also

shows the effect size. The effect size is based on the mean score of the highest scoring group

minus the mean score of the lowest scoring group divided by the standard deviation of the

lowest scoring group. An effect size of .20 is low, an effect size of .50 moderate, and an effect

size of .80 high (Cohen, 1988).
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Table 6.19 Effects of instruction, in effect sizes (P=post-test, F=follow-up)

CA>contr DI>contr CA>DI
P F P F P F

reading comprehension
standardised test - - - - - 0.46
curr.specific 0.53 n.a. - n.a. 0.38 -
vocabulary 0.22 - - - - -

metacognition
metacognitive skills 1.19 - 0.95 - - 0.44
metacognitive knowledge 0.38 0.32 0.38 - - -

attitude
general - - - - - -
attitude towards lesson - - - - - -
perception of skills - - - - 0.46 0.54
focus on learning 0.39 - - - - 0.28

The lessons based on the direct instruction model only had effect on metacognition. The pupils

scored significantly higher on metacognitive skills and they demonstrated significantly more

metacognitive knowledge. This effect was found during the post-test, but disappeared during the

follow-up.

The lessons based on the cognitive apprenticeship model did have a positive effect on reading

comprehension, measured by the curriculum-specific test and the vocabulary test. During the

post-test, the pupils in the CA-group scored significantly higher than the pupils in the control

group. However,  these results did not transfer to a higher achievement on the standardised

comprehension test. Besides, these effects did not subsist during the follow-up. Furthermore,

cognitive apprenticeship had a positive effect on metacognitive skills and metacognitive

knowledge. The pupils in the CA-group retained this positive effect during the follow-up.

Thirdly, cognitive apprenticeship had a positive effect on the attitude scale Focus on learning,

but this effect was only found during the post-test.

A comparison between the two experimental groups showed that cognitive apprenticeship

was more effective than direct instruction. The pupils in the CA-group scored significantly

higher on the standardised reading comprehension test (follow-up) and the curriculum-

specific test (post-test). During the follow-up, the CA-pupils also scored significantly higher

on the use of metacognitive skills. Finally, these pupils had a more positive perception of

their own skills (post-test and follow-up) and they more strongly focussed on learning

(follow-up).

The highest effect sizes were found with respect to metacognition. With respect to

metacognitive skills, both experimental groups showed a high effect size. The pupils in both

experimental groups scored about one standard deviation higher than the pupils in the control
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group. The effect size of metacognitive knowledge was in both groups .38. The other

significant differences between the CA-group and control group showed low to moderate

effect sizes. The same counted for the effect sizes of the significant differences between the

two experimental groups. On these output measures, the CA-group scored between .28 and

.54 standard deviation higher than the DI-group.

The second part of this chapter studied whether the effectiveness of the models differs for

pupils with different intelligence. Cognitive apprenticeship appeared to be more effective for

achievement in reading comprehension of high intelligent pupils, whereas direct instruction

had more positive effects on the achievement of low intelligent pupils.




